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As the world continues to fight the spread of COVID-19,
businesses are under intense pressure to continue to operate,
compete and survive. This means having to comply with data
protection laws and governance regulations too.
There’s little doubt that data security remains a major
concern. According to the results of an IBM study in August
2020, on average, data breaches cost South African companies
R40.2-million per breach.
It would appear from the survey we feature in this edition,
that most South African businesses believe they are on top of
their data management and are prepared for data breaches.
However, a look at the statistics reveals mixed responses,
which indicates that in reality, confidence is not as high as
respondents would have us believe. Training remains an issue.
You can also read more about data governance and how
to approach it, in a column by Lawrence Smith, KID Group
presales solution architect.
He says that unfortunately, the drive for data governance
has generally been motivated by a ‘stick approach’ due to
regulations, and that most organisations have started on their
data governance journey out of fear, not value creation.
In this edition we also offer insight into cloud costs and the gig
economy.
Enjoy the read!

ANA RADENKOVIC
Business Development Director
CARYN BERMAN
caryn@itweb.co.za
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COLUMN INDUSTRY INSIGHT

How COVID-19 accelerated SA’s
move to the gig economy
Gig workers allow companies to be more flexible in terms of scaling up or down fast − an
essential survival tactic as competition and demand for digital skills intensify.

MARTIN PIENAAR, COO OF MINDWORX

T

he pandemic has redefined the workplace
for employers and employees: rigid
constraints have been removed in terms of
place and time in a new remote economy
where the workforce has shifted to include
the expertise of gig workers.
These changes were happening anyway
because of the fourth industrial revolution,
but being locked out of our offices for more
than six months has accelerated this trend by
between five and 10 years.
While the pre-COVID world of work
already saw a move away from the oldfashioned notion of having to work in one
place at one job, the pandemic has turned
traditional employment models on their head,
in favour of more agile workforces augmented
by experts who are employed on a contingent
basis, bringing their particular skill set to a
company as and when needed.
Gig workers allow businesses to be more
flexible in terms of scaling up or down fast −
an essential survival tactic when competition
to deliver new products and services is
intensifying and the demand for scarce, digital
skills such as cloud computing, machine
learning, big data, cyber security and more
are increasing rapidly.

Altered reality
The lockdown response to the pandemic has
dramatically transformed the workplace.
Deloitte has called the COVID-19 pandemic
“a time machine to the future”, while
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theHarvard Business Reviewdescribed it as
the “most significant social experiment of
the future of work in action, with work from
home and social distancing policies radically
changing the way we work and interact”.
This has upended the workplace, validating
the significance of remote working as a viable
alternative to the necessity of the physical
presence of the traditional business model.
Having become accustomed to having
workers scattered outside the office,
businesses have become more comfortable
augmenting their teams with talent sourced
outside the company.
The pandemic has turned traditional
employment models on their head, in favour
of more agile workforces.

African context, McKinsey estimates that 63
million people in Africa are involved in some
type of self-employment.
These numbers are receiving a significant
boost, with most organisations surveyed
expecting contingent work to play a key role
in shaping people strategy in the near future
as professionals seek flexible alternatives to
traditional employment.
Many workers who are joining the gig
economy are doing so to be more flexible −
foregoing job security and other perks to have
more control of their working lives.
With this flexibility comes great
responsibility to keep skills up to date, as this
is no longer the role of an employer.
Accessing a digitised labour market

The pandemic has turned traditional employment
models on their head, in favour of more agile
workforces.

More and more firms are outsourcing skills
to complement or expand their current talent
pool. This “gig” economy is more efficient
and cost-effective, but importantly, allows
access to talent in far-flung geographies.
While a shift towards contingent labour of
the gig economy was already under way prior
to the pandemic, the COVID-19 pandemic has
brought the benefit of flexible working into
sharper focus, highlighting its crucial role
in enhancing business productivity without
the associated costs of employing permanent
staff.

The end of 9 to 5?
The gig economy has been a rising trend for
some time now, first emerging in the wake
of the 2008 financial crisis. Some 64 million
individuals in the US and European Union
are gig workers − the fastest growing area of
job creation, according to McKinsey. In the

platform for the right talent without being
limited by geography is the upside for
companies.
Now businesses can expand their talent
pool, closing skills gaps in the IT and digital
skills space, according to the demands of
particular projects.
Employees in turn can work at a growing
number of jobs that can be done anywhere
there is access to a computer or smartphone.
Additionally, according to McKinsey, most
independent workers who have actively
chosen the gig working style report high
levels of satisfaction with it.
The gig economy has the potential to bring
much-needed economic benefits, providing
a solution to addressing South Africa’s
unemployment crisis by opening
up opportunities for independent
workers in the South African job market and
internationall.
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BUSINESS
Chillisoft is Standard
Bank’s 2020 FastGrowth Women-Owned
SMME

One of SA’s leading tech companies,
Chillisoft Solutions

One of SA’s leading tech
companies, Chillisoft Solutions,
led by CEO Anujah Bosman, won
the Fast-Growth Women-Owned
SMME Award at the Standard
Bank 2020 Top Women Awards!
Recently, the Standard Bank Top
Women Awards grabbed headlines
during its virtual awards event
celebrating top women and the
companies behind them.
www.chillisoft.co.za

Proptech-driven innovation boosts local market
The wave of Proptech-driven innovation is having a substantial impact
on the global real estate industry and South Africa is no different,
according to Fintech specialist, e4. Rapidly evolving and advancing,
Proptech is not only disrupting the real estate sector, but redefining
it too. Ian Bayne, Proptech executive at e4, says it is not only about
innovation, but also the rise of property-related services. “While South
Africa’s property sector has been slow to digitally transform, there is a
much greater awareness of the importance of technology and the role it
plays in the real estate industry of tomorrow.”
www.e4.co.za

FlowCentric Technologies Australia shines at
MACA
MACA is a publicly listed, international contracting group providing
services to the mining, infrastructure and construction industries. In
September 2017, MACA reached out to FlowCentric Technologies to
evaluate the company’s proprietary business process management
platform, FlowCentric Processware. MACA’s intention was to
implement an agile process management product capable of scaling
as the company grows locally and internationally. Over the past
three years, FlowCentric Technologies Australia has automated and
integrated multiple processes, and has also built a custom offlinecapable Android tablet application that is used by onsite supervisors
to capture plant time, labour time and to automatically generate shift
reports.
www.flowcentric.com

Adaptability the focus at InterSystems
Summit
InterSystems recently hosted its virtual annual event and provided
insightful content from leading experts on how technology has
aided InterSystems customers to combat, fight and even do vaccine
research amid COVID-19. This year’s event focused on "Creating an
Adaptive Organisation" and explored what makes businesses thrive
amid disruption, the ways InterSystems’ technology can help you
adapt, and how to make your enterprise nimble and responsive to
challenges and opportunities. Henry Adams, country manager of
InterSystems in South Africa, said: “Today we are thrilled to be able
to extend this invite to our Virtual Summit to all of our customers,
partners and potential clients across Africa.”
www.intersystems.com

Surviving COVID-19: Turning obstacles into
opportunities
The ability to turn obstacles into opportunities is why some
companies are able to steer through various types of “storms”.
Throughout history, we have seen many examples of this,
like the SARS outbreak in 2002, which inspired the creation
of the e-commerce giant Alibaba. Desperation has a way of
forcing companies to adapt and innovate. During lockdown,
amid stringent regulations, the vigour to “adapt or die” was an
unmistakable drive behind many South African companies. In
particular, those that started producing and selling essential goods,
those that pivoted their businesses to e-commerce and those that
launched a start-up.
www.domains.co.za

Key lessons from my intrapreneurship journey
Becoming an intrapreneur helped me address customer needs,
grow our business, motivate my team and more, says Rohit
Tripathi, chief product officer and head of GTM, SAP Digital
Interconnect. He believes an intrapreneur realises that innovation
for the sake of innovation is never the objective – rather, it is to
drive impact on either revenue growth or the broader company
strategy. Tripathi reflected on his journey as an intrapreneur
and identified key takeaways, including: It’s critical to get early
customer engagement and validation on the thinking process; and
learn to pivot and recognise the path to possible success rather than
pushing against the wall.
www.sapdigitalinterconnect.com
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INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
Lockdown triggers
demand for digital
signature tools

Herman Kriel, GM of CyberTech

The inability to print hardcopy
documents to sign and scan
could be disastrous in the context
of sensitive documents and
compliance, says Herman Kriel,
GM of CyberTech. “A signature
acts as a proof of identity and binds
an individual to a document’s
intent. If there’s any chance that
the signature could potentially
be forged or tampered with, the
document could be invalidated
and may not be classified as legally
binding.”
www.altron.com

An inspired test for the Scouts
The Scouts Association UK recently upgraded its business-critical
membership management system, and Inspired Testing, a Dynamic
Technologies company, was on hand to ensure the system reflects the high
standards associated with being a Scout. Scouts is a worldwide movement,
active in 216 countries with a global membership of over 31 million children
and youth. Scouts Association UK senior project manager, Tom MortimerHart, says the association required the swift appointment of a company to
undertake functional testing of the development of the new system. “We
were faced with a hard deadline as the system’s existing software version
was end-of-life and out of support.”
www.scouts.org.uk

Dawn of a new era –
introducing NuPay
EMV NuCard

Rakuten Mobile adds Nuance Intelligent
Engagement AI Services to platform
Nuance Communications and Rakuten Mobile have announced
a strategic partnership to add Nuance Intelligent Engagement AI
Services to the Rakuten Communications Platform (RCP). As a result,
RCP becomes the first-ever mobile communications, cloud-native and
virtualised platform to have Nuance Conversational and Engagement
AI services built-in. Through the Nuance-Rakuten Mobile partnership,
RCP will now offer Rakuten Group companies the ability to leverage
conversational AI services, engagement AI services and Nuance
Mix Rapid AppDev Environment. “With Rakuten Cloud Platform,
we are creating an innovative telco cloud platform that will drive a
better AI-based customer engagement experience," said Tareq Amin,
representative director, executive VP and CTO of Rakuten Mobile.
www.nuance.com

Syrex delivers
complete cloud
migration and DR with
Hystax

Ralph Berndt, director of Sales
at Syrex

4

The Hystax Acura live cloud
migration and disaster recovery
(DR) solution is now available
through its strategic South
African partner, Syrex. This
provides organisations with a
simplified and fully automated
platform to securely conduct
large-scale migrations to any
cloud environment, irrespective of
the source location. The solution
delivers a complete agentless
experience.
www.syrex.co.za
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The recently launched NuPay
EMV (Europay MasterCard Visa)
NuCard

NuPay, a division of JSE-listed
group Altron, recently launched
its new NuPay EMV (Europay
MasterCard Visa) NuCard. The
new solution introduces a “Tap
& Go” functionality, which
means cardholders no longer
need to swipe their card to do a
transaction, but can simply use a
“Tap & Go” enabled device to make
a purchase.
www.altron.com

Best practices for your cloud monitoring
strategy
With the advent of cloud technologies, there has been a major shift in
the way organisations handle infrastructure operations and service
delivery. The increasing shift towards cloud-based and hybrid
cloud ecosystems for business operations has made it necessary
for organisations to employ cloud monitoring tools that monitor
the performance and efficiency of these cloud-hosted services. ITR
Technology says compute is one of the first cloud services implemented
by organisations that prefer the cloud. The primary aspect of cloud
performance monitoring involves tracking fundamental performance
parameters, especially memory usage, disk space and network traffic;
tracking these metrics is crucial to guarantee resource availability and
seamless application performance.
www.itrtech.africa

Best SAP tool for your SAP S/4 HANA data
migration project
The toolset on offer by SAP for data migration is often overlooked,
and consideration only given to it when the project has already kicked
off. Perhaps this is due partly to the fact that many customers are not
aware, on a technical level, of the data migration tools on offer and
what would best suit their project. “Often the pre-migration and data
analysis activities are seen as critical to the data migration project and
focus is placed on this," states Paul McCormick, executive and lead
migration consultant at GlueData.
www.gluedata.com
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SECURITY

ZTE, China Unicom build innovative FTTHbased smart community

TDK Electronics chooses CrowdStrike Falcon as
premier security solution

ZTE Corporation and the Yinchuan branch of China Unicom have
completed the trial of an innovative smart community deployment
based on a fibre to the home (FTTH) network in Yinchuan, China. The
trial has enabled the development of smart community services over
the existing passive optical network (PON) broadband infrastructure,
thereby driving the digital transformation of residential communities
into smart communities at a low cost. In the trial, ZTE and the
Yinchuan branch of China Unicom have employed ZTE’s flagship
optical access product, TITAN Optical Line Terminal (OLT), to make
optical distribution network (ODN) resources shareable under the
same PON port.
www.zte.com

CrowdStrike, a leader in cloud-delivered endpoint and workload
protection, has announced that TDK Electronics has selected the
powerful CrowdStrike Falcon to protect its endpoints. With CrowdStrike
Falcon’s transformative cloud-native platform, powered by singleagent architecture, TDK Electronics has replaced several previous IT
security solutions that no longer met increased requirements. Through
harnessing the power of the cloud, Falcon is able to successfully protect
TDK Electronics’ endpoints using powerful, next-generation anti-virus,
endpoint detection and response, managed threat hunting and threat
intelligence integration. TDK Electronics used to use two different
security products from different suppliers, and CrowdStrike fits
perfectly into TDK Electronics’ existing strategy.
www.crowdstrike.com

MTN Zambia enters into partnership with ZTE
ZTE Corporation has signed a partnership with MTN Zambia, a
leading telecommunications operator in the Middle East and Africa,
to construct a cross-border optical transmission network backbone
in Zambia. ZTE will employ world-leading technologies to build the
optical transmission network backbone to connect Lusaka, the capital
city of Zambia and the border of Namibia. By providing the backbone
network with a large bandwidth, ZTE aims to break the bottleneck of
the international egress traffic. In addition, this backbone network will
effectively reduce the cost per megabyte of accessing Internet data,
thereby greatly improving user experiences and increasing economic
benefits.
www.zte.com

Get a live view of network performance with
OpManager’s Realtime Dashboard
Although network monitoring is an unenviable task, it must be done to
sustain your network’s health. But what if you had a real-time report
containing only key metrics, revealing how your network is doing
without overloading you with information? This would assure you
that there are no aberrations in your network and give you peace of
mind. The Realtime Dashboard available in OpManager is like a report
card that contains only the most up-to-date information on the vital
metrics that determine your network’s health. The Realtime Dashboard
renders a consolidated view of the most decisive parameters.
www.itrtech.africa

ZTE launches industry’s first 5G NR broadcast
service
ZTE Corporation has launched the industry’s first broadcast service
based on the 5G NR physical layer technology at Ultra High Definition
Video (Beijing) Production Technology Collaboration Center, realising
end-to-end 5G HD video broadcast service on 700MHz spectrum.
Based on 5G NR broadcast, multiple terminal users can simultaneously
receive 5G radio broadcast signals with one set of radio resources, and
the number of users is not limited. The HD video broadcast service
will promote the standardisation of broadcast/multicast services,
integrating media with 5G. The end-to-end broadcast service is
implemented on 30MHz 700M spectrum, with the connection of 5G
core network and the video server as broadcasting media input.
www.zte.com

Secure data collaboration: best defence against
data breaches
Nearly 24 million South Africans had their personal data compromised
in a single incident in August this year, placing major scrutiny on the
practice of data handling, policies, processes and technology, as well as
the “authorised” users that had access to the data. This, combined with
an increase in cyber attacks associated with working remotely, makes
secure data collaboration invaluable and non-negotiable, says Frans
Marx, business development manager of Data Protection at CyberTech,
a division of Altron. Marx adds: “When you’re working remotely, there
are a lot of environmental variables at play – including an unsecured
network. This could open a backdoor into sensitive data on your device
and network.”
www.altron.com

DDOS attacks remind enterprises to check first
and last defence lines
At the end of August, a series of cyber attacks on the New Zealand
Stock Exchange over five consecutive days forced it to halt trading for
a number of hours for four out of those five days. The attacks raised
questions about the stock exchange’s security, as well as the threat
actors’ underlying motives. “This was a series of distributed denial of
service incidents, in which threat actors disrupted the normal traffic
to the enterprise by overwhelming the target with a flood of Internet
traffic at volumes that the system just couldn’t handle,” explains Risna
Steenkamp, GM: ESM at value-added distributor Networks Unlimited
Africa.
www.networksunlimited.africa
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DATA PROTECTION SURVEY
By ALISON JOB

A third of SA businesses are
prepared for a data breach
More South African businesses are ready for GDPR compliance than POPI,
fortunately there's time for them to catch up.

ANNA COLLARD, SVP OF CONTENT
STRATEGY AND EVANGELIST AT KNOWBE4
AFRICA

I

TWeb, in partnership with KnowBe4,
conducted an online data protection
survey during September and October
2020. The objective was to find out where
South African organisations are in terms
of managing their data and ensuring
that they’re compliant with local and
international regulations.
It also sought to uncover the extent
to which businesses have identified and
classified their data according to risk,
and how COVID-19 has impacted privacy
compliance programmes.
Roughly 27% of respondents completely
agreed that “decision makers and staff
in the organisation are familiar with the
POPIA regulation", while a further 38%
“agree". However, 16% indicated this was
not true for their organisation.
Anna Collard, SVP of Content Strategy
and Evangelist at KnowBe4 Africa, says,
“Despite POPIA only coming into full force
by 2021, many South African organisations
started their privacy compliance
programmes years ago. Awareness
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training should be a top priority for such
initiatives."
Sixty four percent of respondents believe
they have in place “sound routines for
reporting data breaches”. On the other
hand, 18% indicated they don’t. "Not a
week goes by without another data breach
hitting the news. Organisations need to
prepare for security incidents such as data
breaches,” says Collard.
The majority (68%) agree that their
company has relevant privacy skills and
training in place. However, 18% indicated
that they hadn’t yet implemented privacy
training, and a further 15% weren’t sure.
Collard says, “Management and user
awareness are some of the top priorities
when starting out on a privacy compliance
journey.”
When it comes to the preparedness of
their organisation for POPIA compliance,
just under one-third (30%) indicated
they were well prepared, while 39%
said they were “somewhat” ready, but
more work needs to be done. Fourteen
percent of the respondents have only just
started, while 8% admitted they are not
prepared at all. In contrast, when asked
about their compliance with GDPR, 45%
of respondents indicated that they comply
fully with GDPR, while 40% comply to a
limited degree, and only 15% don’t comply
at all.
The top three privacy programme
elements that the respondents have
conducted are to educate staff (67%), to
tighten technical controls (61%) and to
identify their personal information assets
(66%).
A third of the respondents have fully
completed the process of identifying
and classifying data according to risk,
while another third have only done a
basic classification. “Data flow mapping,
asset identification and subsequent
data classification are key aspects of

successful privacy programmes,"
says Collard.
Accidental data loss by staff, or
external hacking attempts resulting in
data breaches were rated as the biggest
risks related to personal information.
"Educating users about these risks and
raising awareness on how to spot external
threats such as social engineering attacks
are effective controls to address these
risks."
Less than a third (30%) believe their
organisation is prepared for a data breach,
indicating they have a mature incident
response process in place. The majority
(49%) report they are “somewhat”
prepared but need to do more work on
this. Eighteen percent admit that they are
not prepared at all, whereas 3% hope this
won’t happen to them. "The majority of
organisations need more work on their
incident response," Collard says.
Forty five percent report they have had
no breach incidents in the recent past.
For those who did, the most common
attack vector is social engineering (e.g.,
phishing or vishing). "What’s interesting
about this result is that it closely matches
international research, such as the 2019
Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report,
where phishing and social engineering
were listed as the number one attack
vector of successful data breaches. It’s
clear that South African organisations face
similar challenges," concludes Collard.
A total of 176 responses were
captured, wi
ABOUT THE SURVEY
nearly 70% o
respondents
A total of 176 responses were
being at
captured, with nearly 70% of
executive
respondents being at executive
or middle
managemen
or middle management level, and
level, and
working in a range of major industry
sectors.

Data Protection SURVEY
DATA PROTECTION SURVEY

How well prepared is your organisation for POPIA
compliance?

Have you identified and classified your data
according to risk?

Somewhat,
but should be
more

Basic
classification
in place

48%

32%

Somewhat, but should be more

48%

Basic classification in place

32%

Well prepared

30%

Yes, fully completed this

30%

We just started

14%

We just started with this

30%

Not at all

8%

No

8%

Is your organisation prepared for a data breach?

Has COVID-19 and working from home impacted
your privacy compliance programme?
48%

50
49%

Somewhat, but we will need to do more work on this

30%

Yes, we have a mature incident response process in place

18%

Not good enough

3%

40
30%

We hope this doesn't happen to us

30

20

10

0
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16%

6%

Yes, other
reasons

Yes, we had to
Yes, our remote
reassign budgets users pose more
from privacy
risks to our
compliance to
personal
more pressing
information
needs (ie, VPN
technology)
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Data Protection SURVEY
DATA PROTECTION SURVEY
Is your organisation complying with GDPR?

To what extent do you agree with the following statement:
"Decision makers and staff in our organisation are familiar
with the POPIA regulation."

Yes,
in full

45%

38%

Agree

27%

Completely agree

19%

Neutral

13%

Disagree

3%

Yes, in full

45%

Yes, but limited

40%

No

15%

Completely disagree

To what extent do you agree with the following
statement: "We have sound routines for reporting data
breach in place."
39%

40
35
30
25%

25
20

16%

16%

15
10
5
0
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1%

Do not
know

2%

Completely Disagree
disagree
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Completely
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DATA GOVERNANCE

Putting a positive spin on data
governance
With data having become the ‘new oil’, it may be time to use a different
term for data governance when having discussions with business.

Lawrence Smith, KID Group presales
solution architect

D

ata governance − establishing the
correct procedures and policies for
the formal management of data − is crucial
and is still in its infancy within most
organisations in South Africa and around
the world.
While no organisation will deny that this
is important, the very word ‘governance’
may be a stumbling block in the way of
broader and more effective adoption and
implementation.
As a data practitioner, I commonly find
that when having a conversation with
business, as soon as I mention the dreaded
words ‘data governance’ in a meeting,
people’s eyes gloss over. Their inbuilt
protection mechanisms go on high alert
and they ready themselves to object to
anything you say moving forward, even
the positives.
This may be because for many people,
governance implies a rigid and punitive
system − in short, a grudge process that
does little to add value to the business and
its bottom line.
Unfortunately, the drive for data
governance has generally been motivated
by a ‘stick approach’ due to regulations, be
it POPIA, GDPA, BCBS 239 and so on. Most
organisations have started on their data
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governance journey out of fear, not value
creation.
In my experience, many data governance
programmes fail due to a failure to sell the
value of a data governance programme
within an organisation.
This failure is due to many reasons,
including the ability of data practitioners
to convince business of the value of such a
programme, an inability to link business
value to data governance projects, failing
to focus on business value rather than
the number of assets being monitored,
executive buy-in (as with most IT-based
projects, senior commitment and buy-in
will determine success or failure) and using
‘stick measures’ like regulations alone
rather than finding ‘carrots’ to encourage
compliance.

management’ which in reality does not
equal ‘data governance’.
For me, the term is to change the label of
the programme, not the content thereof nor
the goals. The programme will still be a ‘data
governance’ initiative − just running under a
different label or heading.
This label recognises data as something
of value, to be curated to drive more
value. Many organisations today are
realising that data is a true asset, which,
if managed effectively, can lead to the
organisation achieving growth and
outsmarting the competition. Many
publications use a very high-level
theoretical value of somewhere between
20% and 60% of the value of your
company.
That said, there are more scientific

Most organisations have started on their data
governance journey out of fear, not value creation.

Most organisations have started on their
data governance journey out of fear, not
value creation.
So why not change the conversation and
refer to the data governance programme
as something different; for example,
‘data asset management programme’?
Why? Data is an asset with a fiscal value,
and the main reason for initiating a data
governance programme is primarily to
manage your data assets more effectively.
From a purist point of view, this could
be viewed as blasphemy. Mainly due
to the formal definition of ‘data asset

methods which can be used to get a more
accurate valuation of data assets. It is
worth reading Infonomicsby Douglas B
Laney for details.
So conservatively at 20% of the value
of the organisation and growing in value
daily, data is a major asset which needs
to be managed effectively − just like
any other asset. To manage this asset
effectively, one needs to set up the correct
internal structures, agree on roles and
responsibilities for managing it, then
implement the correct tools to assist with
this process.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: NETWORK AUTOMATION

Growing beyond agricultural
network complications
Networking obstacles can often keep farms from adopting automation,
or relegate them to a low level of automation without the ability to
scale their operations.

Teresa Huysamen, Head of the wireless
and surveillance business unit, Duxbury
Networking.

I

n my last Industry Insight, I discussed
automation and how introducing
autonomy to agricultural processes is
important in creating a full industrial Internet
of things (IIOT) environment. In this article,
I will look at the agricultural network
requirements and obstacles.
Automation encompasses a wide spectrum
of capabilities, making it an accessible
option for farming operations of any size
or background. Autonomy will help to give
farmers a place from which to continue
building their automation goals in a steady,
controlled process.
No matter the level of automation at which
a farm begins, precision farming techniques
and IIOT connectivity power solutions help
to mitigate agriculture’s biggest challenges,
allowing operations to be more accurate,
efficient and scalable.
These improvements include:
•T
 illing, seeding and harvesting fields faster
than ever before in order to meet growing
food demands.
•C
 o-ordinating crop rotation with ease in
order to promote healthier soil and help
restore a natural balance to the land.
•P
 lanting precisely to utilise every available
centimetre of existing farmland, avoiding
further deforestation.
•M
 onitoring the ground as well as autospraying safe bio-pesticides to decrease
instances of transboundary pests and
diseases.

• Removing the risk of human error in
irrigation calculations, design and build,
which lessens water waste.
• Allowing farmers to meet regulatory
standards with less effort, while
documenting their compliance.
• Remaining fully secure and monitored at
all times to protect valuable livestock and
equipment.
It is clear that automated precision farming
techniques offer a holistic answer to many of
the agriculture industry’s challenges.
Networking obstacles, however, can
often keep traditional farms from adopting
automation, or relegate them to a low level of
automation without the ability to scale their
operations.
Some of the most common agricultural
networking and equipment issues are:

reasons, many farmers view autonomous
equipment as a liability rather than as an
investment. For some technologies, simply
existing outdoors can be a challenge.
Industrial interference: Between silos,
buildings and heavy machinery, signal
reflection and refraction are common in
agricultural environments. Any large pieces of
metal, glass or bodies of water can interrupt
a signal.
Legacy infrastructure: Farmers with
traditional or outdated wired infrastructures
often struggle with new network elements
that require a higher level of flexibility in
order to scale. To effectively support new
mobile-driven IIOT applications, farms with
wired infrastructure must integrate some
type of wireless mobile connectivity.
Agricultural networks must overcome

It is clear that automated precision farming
techniques offer a holistic answer to many of the
agriculture industry’s challenges.

Lack of connectivity: The majority of farms
are located in remote, rural areas that lack a
strong signal. These farming operations rely
on cell towers – spread few and far between
– to power their network. Unfortunately,
these networks often fall short. With an
average signal reach of only 35-72km, distant
cell towers cannot provide the coverage to
power agricultural automation over sprawling
hectares of land.
Rugged terrain: In an agricultural
environment, networking and automation
equipment must withstand extreme
temperatures, countless weather events and
damaging chemical sprays. In fact, for those

these common obstacles in order to
successfully utilise autonomous precision
farming applications and enable the IIOT at
varying levels.
That makes installing a network which
addresses these challenges a top priority for
farming operations that wish to move up the
levels of autonomy and precision farming best
practices.
It’s important to deploy a network
solution that is powered by a fully mobile and
ruggedised private wireless network, and
which integrates with legacy infrastructure to
drive precision farming automation at every
level.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: CLOUD SERVICES

Financial planning and the tech
tools that empower it
Enterprise processes and procedures are crucial to all companies’ ability
to create fiscal policies that ensure the very essence of business success –
financial health.

Netesh Maharajh, Director at ALNET
Technologies

T

he IT industry is full of acronyms, and we
live in a world where today’s innovations
will be legacy thinking by tomorrow. One
industry term that has been around ages,
is enterprise resource planning (ERP). In
essence, ERP is the integrated management
of key processes, which enables businesses to
perform, control, deliver and track business
resources, including cash, raw materials and
production capacity - facilitating information
flow between all functions.
ERP is described as the integrated
management of main business processes,
often in real-time and mediated by software
and technology. It has survived for a very
good reason – it empowers businesses to
perform, control and deliver.
The applications that make up the system
share data across numerous divisions within
a business, and as such, ERP facilitates
information flow between all functions and
manages connections to outside stakeholders.
Gartner defines ERP as the ability to deliver
an integrated suite of business applications,
noting that ERP tools share a common process
and data model, covering broad and deep
operational end-to-end processes in myriad
business arenas.
I like to define it as common sense.
Developing relevant processes and
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procedures is crucial to any organisation’s
ability to create fiscal policies that not only
ensure compliance but also the very essence
of business success – financial health. Without
it, the ability to achieve business goals, meet
tax obligations and ensure sustainability, is
negated.
Without it, the ability to achieve business
goals, meet tax obligations and ensure
sustainability, is negated. Financial planning
encompasses a range of vital strategies for
all businesses globally and within South
Africa. Organisations require the support of
accurate analyses and reports from financial
and operational management and this can be
achieved through the deployment of the right
technology tools.
ERP systems have evolved around the latest
technologies such as artificial intelligence
(AI), robotic process automation (RPA) and
blockchain, where big data is regarded as
fintech – financial technology utilised to
analyse and comprehend valuable trends and

technology. The wrong choice will prolong
technology migration indefinitely, losing any
operational gains, and opening the door for
competitors that got it right. Fully integrated
ERP business management applications offer
a wide range of features and functionality
– complemented by a number of add-on
modules, allowing a solution to be scalable,
flexible and robust. It also provides a holistic
view of a business, as both accounting and
operational data reside in the same system.
The right ERP system must give your business
competitive-edge. It must incorporate
powerful tools and functionality that allow
you to track, analyse and manage customer
and supplier interactions.
As most ERP systems are subject to an
annual subscription or licence renewal, the
business model from the vendor must also
deliver important benefits, including updates
and upgrades, in or out of country, first and
second line support. They must also provide
digital support options such as self-service

I like to define it as common sense.

segmented marketing strategies that aim to
optimise business operations.
AI algorithms can be utilised as part of
an ERP and financial management strategy
to predict changes, highlight emerging
markets and provide valuable insights, such
as customer spending habits, which enables
businesses to better understand client needs.
Manual processes are slowly being replaced
by more accurate and efficient technologies
through the introduction of RPA systems
that automate specific repetitive tasks and
are enablers of financial and operational
processes.
One challenge is choosing the right

support portals with an extensive knowledge
base for frequently asked questions.
The reporting and financial dashboards are
critical success factors. They provide detailed
monitoring of finance key performance
indicators which in turn leads to effective
cash management, enabling businesses to
track all expenses, sales and profits. Executive
dashboards should provide a concise, but
accurate view of business performance so
executives can get the information they need
with real-time insights into key business
performance metrics that support informed
decision-making and help to drive the
business forward.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: CLOUD SERVICES

Costing cloud and weighing up
use cases
There are misconceptions that the cloud offers dramatic savings and will allow
companies to eliminate the cost of buying hardware and maintaining it.

Ethan Searle, Technology advisor at
LanDynamix.

to buy and maintain hardware. When
taking apps to the cloud, companies are
essentially renting compute power − the
servers they spin up there still need to be
patched, maintained and monitored, so
they still have that ongoing maintenance
cost.
Consider a typical medium-sized
company with 100 employees, looking
to move to cloud due to ageing
infrastructure. Its monthly costs for
cloud-based compute power would
amount to between R32 000 and R56
000, and it would still have to pay the
resources it currently has to run patching
and maintenance. That cost amortised
over five years, with escalations of 6%
per year, gives a total cost of R2.5 million

a disaster recovery setting. This situation
would alleviate concerns around a single
point of failure associated with a company
using its proprietary infrastructure.
The SaaS model offers a solution to
many companies. This 'infrastructureless'
cloud has many advantages. The
software provider takes care of
maintenance, patching, hardware and
backups. However, this is not ideal
for some applications, as companies
lose some control, and that risk needs
to be managed. SaaS could also prove
problematic where operations depend
heavily on an application, and power cuts
or downtime could bring the business to a
standstill. In circumstances like this, the
business might look to both a fibre and

W

hen considering a move to cloud,
it is important to understand the
total cost of ownership (TCO) of cloud
versus the alternatives, and to determine
the business case for doing so. Cloud is
not the right solution for all businesses,
infrastructure, or applications, and
may not prove as cost-effective as many
think. In some scenarios, the cost of
cloud could prove up to 10 times higher
than running in a hosted environment or
on-premise over a period of five years.
Organisations should undertake a careful
needs analysis and calculate the TCO
over an extended period, building in the
cost of hardware, software, management
and potential downtime. It goes beyond
opex versus capex. There are instances
where the cloud makes sense, such as
for businesses with elastic compute
requirements who need to scale up
quickly. It is also useful for organisations
that don't have the budget for new
hardware. Many companies expect to
'just put everything in the cloud and
the cloud providers will look after it'.
But there are misconceptions that the
cloud offers dramatic savings and will
allow companies to eliminate the need

Many companies expect to 'just put everything in
the cloud and the cloud providers will look after it.

over five years − just to rent compute
power. In contrast, if you spec the same
requirements and buy the hardware,
and have it hosted in a data centre, the
cost over five years would be R250 000.
Downtime alone can add significant
costs to the IT environment. In an
exercise to put a number on it, factor in a
hypothetical server going down halfway
through a working day, plus the following
day added as a waste as the imaginary
company with arbitrarily 50 employees
tries to bring services live again. This
simple scenario would cost approximately
R202 500. The money lost in half a day
alone would virtually cover the cost
of an additional server to replicate the
company’s production environment into

microwave link to ensure continuity; or
it might find that on-premises hardware
and applications are needed. The cheapest
option remains having a server on site,
particularly for traditional businesses
running one mission-critical system
in an office. Not only would it be costeffective, but if the power and Internet
connection went down, it would still be
able to work. Organisations shouldn’t
be 'pushed into cloud’, but instead, they
should consider building n environment
that cost effectively supports their
needs and growth plans. They need to
view it strategically within the context
and nature of the business and how it
operates, rather than getting caught up in
the latest trends.
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Most employees won't be
returning to the office

Nebula wins ISV partner of the year at Microsoft
Awards South Africa

Troye CEO Helen Kruger says the
road to widespread remote work
has not been easy. "Almost half of
the IT leaders who participated in
the Censuswide survey say their
companies did not have a business
continuity plan based on the vast
majority of employees working from
home, and 61% found it challenging
to make the switch."
www.troye.co.za
Helen Kruger, Troye CEO

Nebula was recently named ISV partner of the year at the Microsoft
Awards South Africa. The award is handed out to the partner who
shows excellence in innovation and the implementation of customer
solutions using Microsoft technology. Other finalists in the ISV partner
award category included Customer Experience and customer journey
analytics software brand, inQuba, and Praelexis, a machine learning
and predictive analytics company.
In line with the company’s
commitment to local COVID-19 lockdown regulations, the annual
event was held virtually for the first time. The Microsoft Awards
recognise and acknowledge the efforts of Microsoft partners across a
variety of categories.
www.nebula.co.za

Intelligent infrastructure in the modern data
centre

First Distribution, VSS agree to distribution
partnership for Africa

As the world’s largest IT companies realise the importance of
‘intelligent infrastructure’ in the modern data centre, the race is on
between storage competitors to provide products and solutions that
are actually truly intelligent, and not merely standard infrastructure.
So says Marcel Fouché, Networking and Storage GM at value-added
distributor Networks Unlimited Africa, which partners in South Africa
with Tintri, a provider of intelligent infrastructure for virtualised and
non-virtualised enterprise IT environments. He clarifies: “In order
to get to grips with this challenging issue, Tintri recently held a free
Webcast to unpack the differences between intelligent and standard
infrastructure.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

First Distribution has signed an agreement to distribute the entire
Video Storage Solutions (VSS) product line of video surveillance
appliances. VSS is part of BCD International, a global video data
infrastructure manufacturer, and supplies pre-engineered video
appliances through authorised security distributors. All VSS appliances
are validated to withstand the taxing video data write load and
demands of video storage. While VSS is a relatively new name in the
security industry, it brings with it more than 40 years of computer
industry experience, with the last decade focused solely on the video
surveillance infrastructure marketplace. BCD’s global headquarters,
located outside of Chicago, Illinois, includes a 55 000 square foot
facility with two build centres.
www.firstdistribution.co.za

Saving money, reducing your risk profile

First Technology wins at
Microsoft South Africa
Partner Awards

Ensuring an organisation’s valuable data is not only protected but also
available for quick recovery is a major concern for IT. Logicalis offers
a range of solutions and services that provide insights into storage,
backup and virtual infrastructures and cost-effective data protection.
Experts from both Logicalis and Veritas recently hosted a virtual
session to discuss and explore data management and data protection
strategies, including coverage of the solutions they have in place to
ensure the required level of security and protection.
www.logicalis.com

First Technology has received
the Commercial Channel
Partner of the Year award.
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At the recent virtual FY20 Microsoft
South Africa Partner Awards, First
Technology received the Commercial
Channel Partner of the Year award.
This award recognises partners that
develop modern customer-focused
services that leverage the Microsoft
Cloud Platforms. These partners add
new customers to Microsoft Clouds in
Enterprise Commercial, Public Sector
and Corporate Commercial.
www.firsttech.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

TELECOMS

SOFTWARE

ICASA releases invitation to apply for highdemand spectrum and WOAN

Changing weather: New
reasons to move to cloud

The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA)
released the long-awaited invitation to apply (ITA) for both the
international mobile telecommunications (IMT) spectrum, also known
as high-demand spectrum, and the wireless open-access network
(WOAN) on 2 October 2020. The closing date for the IMT Spectrum
ITA is 28 December 2020 and for the WOAN ITA is 30 March 2021.
In order to ensure that more telecoms operators gain access to this
high-demand spectrum, ICASA has created a policy that requires
that a portion of unallocated high-demand spectrum be assigned to
the WOAN. The WOAN will operate as a single network, built via a
consortium.
www.webberwentzel.com

As we transition through the COVID
quagmire, businesses are realising
that they need more than agility built
into infrastructure to stay ahead in
tomorrow’s uncertain (but no less
competitive) environment, says Phil
Lewis, Infor VP Solution Consulting,
EMEA. Resultantly, cloud-based
enterprise software has had to
evolve to enable quicker responses to
opportunities and customer needs.
www.infor.com

Workforce management – maximise your
omni-channel performance
As has been effectively determined, agents are your organisation and
their productivity will directly impact the customer experience (CX)
you deliver. With CX being the biggest driver of the 21st century, it
is essential to start with an engaged workforce that can carry your
organisation’s banner. When it comes to creating a strong, engaged
workforce, many different components need to fit together coherently
to realise a workforce that is both efficient and effective. A major
benefit of enabling this is happy agents as well as happy customers.
Major uses for workforce management within your omni-channel
contact centre include simplifying and automating processes of
staffing and scheduling.
www.scopserv.co.za

Phil Lewis, Infor VP Solution
Consulting, EMEA

Adobe Connect gets sleek new user interface
The new Adobe Connect is out now! Adobe Connect 11, which started
rolling out to customers this month, brings a much-anticipated
new user experience to hosts, presenters and participants. This new
experience is available in our HTML client using any modern browser
as well as a brand new Windows application for Adobe Connect.
“Adobe Connect 11 is the start of a new era for Adobe Connect, with
HTML5 at its core instead of Flash. This new version has revamped
and enhanced what was already an incredibly robust and functional
e-learning, webinar and virtual meeting solution,” says Jeremy
Matthews, CEO of Dax Data.
www.daxdata.co.za

Simplifying and securing
data management in
Africa

NETWORKING
CPaaS delivers successful
experiences for
enterprises

Rohit Tripathi, chief product
officer, and Mirko Benetti, VP,
head of Sales EMEA and APJ at
SAP Digital Interconnect

Rohit Tripathi, chief product officer,
and Mirko Benetti, VP, Head of
Sales EMEA and APJ at SAP Digital
Interconnect, look at how CPaaS helps
developers benefit the enterprise.
They say CPaaS solutions have long
been popular in technology circles,
especially among developers who
appreciate how such capabilities can
simplify the development process.
www.digitalinterconnect.com

Andrew Voges, Africa sales
director at Quest

As Africa embraces some of the
leading emerging technology available
across the globe, it becomes evident
that one of the greatest obstacles
to overcome is its complexity.
Andrew Voges, Africa sales director
at Quest, says key to success in this
digital journey is simple tools that do
complex tasks easily, seamlessly and
securely.
www.quest.com
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SECURITY
T-Systems SA joins forces with Fortinet to
launch Cyber Security Academy
T-Systems South Africa has teamed up with Fortinet, a global leader
in broad, integrated and automated cyber security solutions, to
create a specialised Cyber Security Academy incorporated into the
organisation’s existing ICT Academy, accessible to the youth from the
local community. The new academy will include Fortinet’s Network
Security Expert certifications, helping participants build cyber
security awareness skills and upskill to address a widening global
cyber security workforce shortage in the market. “Cyber security
has become a top C-level priority across the globe, with skills in
high demand,” explains Marcus Karuppan, ICT academy manager at
T-Systems South Africa.
www.un-outsource.co.za

Protecting consumers at every level with
enhanced protection for Windows
ESET, a global leader in cyber security, has launched new versions
of its Windows security products for consumers. The new versions
upgrade the protection in ESET Internet Security, ESET NOD32
Antivirus and ESET Smart Security Premium. The wide range of
security improvements cover malware detection, online banking,
password security and smart home support. With the everincreasing volume of reported cyber attacks, it is vital that users are
secured in their online activities. These product updates address
key issues, including online payments and banking-related threats,
identity theft and leaking of personal information, stolen passwords
and connected device security.
www.eset.com

A new look on identity verification
COVID-19 has redefined the way businesses interact with their staff,
business partners, suppliers and the like. Many organisations were
mandated to employ a work-from-home policy where possible, and
even now as the lockdown restrictions are gradually lifted, it seems
like this ‘distributed workforce’ milieu, or at least a hybrid thereof,
is set to continue for the foreseeable future. According to Integralis IT
Consultancy, services and capabilities for this remote (home) office
were expedited by many IT departments and service providers with
a necessitated amount of haste. New hires were onboarded during
the lockdown with as much welcome as one can produce with social
distancing and remote offices in place.
www.integralis.co.za

Stick a fork in cyber fraud

Richard Broeke, MD of Securicom.

FINANCIAL
American Express offers SA Cardmembers
more choice
American Express South Africa is launching a new American Express
Membership Rewards Card – a rewards redemption companion card
offering its Green, Gold, Platinum and Centurion Cardmembers choice
on how they utilise their points. With the new Membership Rewards
Card, American Express will be converting points to cash, and putting
that money back in the hands of existing individual and business
American Express Cardmembers. Now, Cardmembers can use their
points in new ways – with the options to use the Membership Rewards
Card to pay with points at any American Express-accepting merchant
around the world, with points converted to the local currency at the
point of sale.
www.nedbank.co.za

IFS extends service management leadership
with 86% growth for Q3
IFS, the global enterprise applications company, has announced its
financial results for Q3 year-to-date of 2020, encompassing January
to September. The financial highlights reveal a strong business that
continues its trajectory of hyper growth in areas like cloud and service
management software. The company’s commitment to advancing its
service management technology is projected to deliver north of 100%
year-on-year growth in service software revenue by year-end. IFS’s
evolution into becoming the global service solutions vendor of choice is
evidenced by a number of recent customer wins, including agricultural
group Lely as well as the launch of new software capabilities in its
customer engagement offering.
www.ifs.com
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SA-based managed IT security
services company Securicom says
businesses can stick a fork in cyber
fraud and keep their money. The
company has introduced a unique
solution for the South African
market, ProtectU, which provides
advanced e-mail security protection
against spam, malware and phishing.
ProtectU combines Securicom’s
industry-leading management
solution e-Purifier.
www.securicom.co.za

COMPANY NEWS

NETWORKING
Networks Unlimited
Africa keeps valueoffering promises

Anton Jacobsz, Networks Unlimited
Africa CEO

Despite challenges of constraint,
Networks Unlimited Africa has
managed to maintain its standards
during the lockdown in order to keep
its unique partner offering intact.
CEO Anton Jacobsz says: “Networks
Unlimited delivers products and
solutions that are affordable, better
than the competition, and with faster
service delivery to our partners and
end-users.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

ZTE wins Good Design
Award 2020 for its latest
home terminal products

ZTE wins Good Design Award 2020
for its latest home terminal products.

ZTE Corporation has won a Good
Design Award 2020 for its latest home
gateway, smart home wireless router
and "Home" series of home terminals.
With a minimalist design, ZTE
home gateway features a seemingly
unpolished appearance, which
signifies boundless imagination and
vast prospects of the application of
gigabit broadband.
www.zte.com

The power of SD-WAN
Traditionally, users connected to corporate data centres to access
business applications, but as our perspectives change, so does the way
we access and utilise the Internet. According to Comsol Networks,
corporate data centres have become a thing of the past as businesses
are now accessing all these applications in the cloud and directly via
the Internet. Over the past 20 years, the Internet has changed and
grown exponentially to meet the rise in new business needs and
market trends leveraging SD-WAN. Businesses now require increased
bandwidth to support more latency-sensitive applications that in turn
are more reliant on network availability and quality.
www.comsol.co.za

ZTE, China Mobile win at Broadband World
Forum 2020
ZTE Corporation and China Mobile have been awarded Best Enterprise
Private Line Solution Award, in recognition of their cloud-managed
intelligent OTN enterprise private line, at Broadband World Forum
(BBWF) 2020. ZTE and the Dongguan branch of China Mobile have
jointly built up this intelligent OTN enterprise private line solution to
provide high-quality networks so as to satisfy differentiated access
demands of users. The enterprise private line supports 2M-100G
tuneable granularity to make better use of the bandwidth resources.
Moreover, it can implement automatic CPE deployment and plug and
play so that the CPE deployment is shortened from days to hours.
www.zte.com

CHANNEL
Altron Managed Solutions enters into strategic
partnership with EFTLab
Altron Managed Solutions, a subsidiary of JSE-listed Altron, has
entered into a partnership with EFTLab. The partnership will provide
cutting-edge payment solutions and capabilities to customers in South
Africa and the rest of Africa, and will also provide customers with
access to a more flexible omni-channel switch deployed in the cloud
and virtual or physical environments. This switching and payment
capability can be deployed rapidly within months, resulting in
reduced overhead costs to the client, both capital and operational. By
partnering with EFTLab, Altron Managed Solutions will be able to grow
its current solution offering and long-term strategy of increasing its
African and global footprint.
www.bytesms.co.za

First Distribution awarded Impro distribution
for Africa
First Distribution, the leading pan-African distributor for cyber
security, data centre, cloud, surveillance and IOT solutions, has been
awarded the Impro range of products for physical access control.
Impro Technologies is one of the latest products to be distributed by
First Distribution Digital Security and IOT division. Impro is a proudly
South African product and leader in physical access control and has
been around since 1986, and forms part of the ASSA ABLOY group.
Impro has a large share of the universities, mines and residential
estates markets as well as being very successful in secure facilities.
www.firstdistribution.co.za
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...The 2020 CIO anD
CISO DIreCTOrIeS

Lockdown brought the importance of the CIO and CISO
to the foreground. And the 2020 directories highlight
the key personnel in this sector.

The 11th edition of the CIO Directory is a
sought after publication in the IT industry.
Find out what these innovators perceive as the next
big challenge and how it will impact their IT
function over the next 12 months.

R450. 00
(incl. VAT)

The inaugural edition of the CISO Directory
is based on the same successful formula
asthe CIO Directory.
Traditional security measures are no longer adequate to protect
against modern cyber threats.
Covid-19 and working from home has brought this to the fore and
it is the CISO who has stepped up to protect companies in fighting
the increase in cyber crime. The relevance of this directory cannot
be overstated.

Copies are limited so ensure you order your copy today!

w w w . b r ai n s t o r mmag.c o.za

| li zzi e@itweb. co. za

R230. 00
(incl. VAT)
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Shaun O'Brien, CEO, Cquential
WMS

Teknosa Automotive
selects Cquential WMS

Avo super app by Nedbank scales to over 100k
customers

Teknosa Automotive – a leading
distributor of automotive spares
in southern Africa – has partnered
with Cquential WMS to optimise its
warehouse distribution management
system and support the company’s
expansion into larger premises in
Gauteng. Teknosa commenced
operations in 2008 and, since that
time, has experienced steady growth
due to market demand for quality
components.
www.argility.com

Avo, launched at the height of the national lockdown, has surpassed
the 100 000 customer mark in September 2020 and continues to evolve
alongside its market. Focusing on the balance of the platform strategy,
Avo Business has signed up over 1 600 merchants as demand from
customers has increased. "The growth we have seen on the Avo super
app has not only been exponential, but also inspiring in terms of how
hungry South Africans are for digitisation and innovation," says Ray
Naicker, chief digital officer of Nedbank Group. "Listening to our user
base is key to our success.”
www.nedbank.co.za

ServiceNow delivers new
levels of business agility,
resilience
Mark Ackerman, senior director,
ServiceNow Middle East and South
Africa, says the company is committed
to helping businesses capitalise on the
opportunities of digital transformation
to boost agility and resilience in this
next normal work environment.
With the Now Platform Paris release,
ServiceNow offers powerful new
capabilities that can help fuel growth
and strengthen business resilience.

The new Panomera S-Series comes
in a completely new design and
with numerous innovations.

One system replaces up to 24 cameras
‘Making things easier’ – under this maxim, the Panomera multifocal
sensor systems by video technology manufacturer Dallmeier
have guaranteed maximum image and analysis data quality with
minimum camera units for 10 years now. The latest generation of the
Panomera S-Series features a completely new design, offers numerous
innovations – from the one-man mounting concept to contactless
front glass cleaning.
www.dallmeier.com

Mark Ackerman, senior director,
ServiceNow Middle East and South
Africa

www.servicenow.com

TECH FORUM

CyberTech passes ISO 27001 audit

Why security and digital
transformation should be
best friends

CyberTech, a division of Altron, has passed all the necessary
requirements to be reissued with the certificate for its ISO 27001 audit.
This systematic and independent audit is performed to help companies
identify areas for improvement, adhere to best practices and ensure
that corporate information and data is safeguarded. As explained by
Mira Andric, operations and delivery manager for CyberTech, the
key objectives of an ISO 27001 audit are: To ensure your Information
Security Management System (ISMS) is compliant with the ISO 27001
standard; to address any issues with the ISMS; and to identify any
potential improvements to the ISMS.
www.altron.com
Ryan Skipp, Portfolio and Solution
Design at T-Systems South Africa

“South Africa’s digital transformation
has been significantly accelerated
by 2020’s changing landscape. We
are seeing organisations increasingly
considering and adopting Cyber
Defence Centre, Security Information
and Event Management and User and
Identity Behaviour Analytics as part of
corporate management systems,” says
Ryan Skipp, Portfolio and Solution
Design at T-Systems South Africa.
www.un-outsource.co.za
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Events Calendar
2020

FEBRUARY 2021

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Call for software graduates to
enter upskilling programme
By: SIBAHLE MALINGA

Virtual Conference
ITWeb Cloud, Data Centre
& DevOps Summit 2021
Date: 24 & 25 February 2021

MARCH 2021
Conference
ITWeb Business
Intelligence Summit 2021
Date: 9-11 March 2021

APRIL 2021
Conference
ITWeb Digital
Transformation Summit
2021
Date: 14 & 15 April 2021

MAY 2021
Conference
ITWeb Security Summit
2021 – Cape Town
Date: 27 May 2021

Samsung SA, Wits University’s Tshimologong Digital Innovation Precinct are looking for the next group of local
youth to join its software development skills programme.

S

amsung SA and Wits University’s
Tshimologong Digital Innovation
Precinct are looking for the next group of
local youth to join its software development
skills programme.
The next instalment of the App Factory
Internship Programme, which was
introduced earlier this year, will kick-off
on 4 January 2021.
The upskilling internship programme
seeks to improve the state of software
development in SA, by giving seven interns
an opportunity to work with a senior
developer over the period.
In a statement, the electronics giant
describes it as an essential learning ground
for teaching the language of technology,
which is coding.
For nine months, interns will get a
chance to work with experienced senior
developers to grow their competence and
hone their skills.
“This is an immense platform for
empowering deserving, previously
disadvantaged youth,” says Hlubi
Shivanda, director for business operations,
innovation and corporate affairs at
Samsung SA. “Aligned with our global
mission of ‘enabling people’, from here
they can launch careers that place them
at the forefront of the fourth industrial
revolution.”
“Since embarking on the programme
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in February this year, the outgoing cohort
of interns say they have gained essential
hands-on experience and unique insight
into software development as a career, as
well as an understanding of the demands of
the wider industry.”
Potential candidates must be graduates
who are able to demonstrate their ability
to code in C#, Java and C++ and are familiar
with object-oriented principles.
The programme will cover C#, ASP.
NET Webforms, ASP.NET MVC, Angular,
JavaScript and other software-related
topics. Successful candidates will be paid a
stipend for the duration of the internship.
Tshimologong Precinct chief executive
Lesley Donna Williams says: “The
programme offers invaluable experience
for graduates at a crucial point in the very
beginning of their careers. Many graduates
do not have the necessary experience to
land their first job as a software developer.
“Through the Samsung collaboration,
Tshimologong aims to develop and grow
seven more, talented graduates by bridging
the knowledge and experience gap under
the mentorship of a senior developer to
ultimately make them more employable at
the end of the nine months.”
Interested candidates are invited
to e-mail a CV and covering letter to
internship@tshimologong.joburg by 18
December.

4IR TECHNOLOGY

Geekulcha partners with Academic
Solutions to power-up TVET students

Top Jobs
Snr Linux Administrator
OPTISOLUTIONS
Experience with support of high availability
systems

By: LEBONE MANO

socio-tech cohesion on campus.
COO Tiyani Nghonyama says the
memorandum of understanding signed with
Academic Solutions is critical in ensuring
that TVET colleges are not left behind by
digital transformation. The agreement also
forms part of Geekulcha’s drive to become a
‘full development platform’.
Nghonyama explains: “We’re set on
monitoring the transition from being a
high school learner to a tertiary student
and then getting into the job market.
This means helping young minds venture
through the ICT sector, getting them
exposure and continuously working on
developing their tech skills.”

2020 National 4IR Technology Expo

Tiyani Nghonyama, Geekulcha COO

W

ith the world’s renewed focus on
digital skills and 4IR, why aren’t
more technical and vocational education
and training (TVET) college students
entering the industry?
This is a challenge which youth ICT
organisation Geekulcha and edtech
provider Academic Solutions are setting
out to solve. Recently the two organisations
announced a partnership to encourage
more college students to join in the ICT
industry.
Geekulcha observed ‘College Month’
in September, focusing on helping TVET
students navigate the industry through
means such as field trips and hackathons.
Through College Month, Geekulcha also
managed to expand its Geekulcha Student
Society (GKSS) footprint by six more
colleges, bringing its total college student
societies to 30 around the country.
For students and led by students at
universities, the GKSS initiative is intended
to grow tech leaders of tomorrow by
growing capacity, enlightenment and drive

To kickstart the partnership, the two
organisations hosted the virtual National
4IR Technology Expo from 28 and 30
October.
Under the theme ‘Digital economy,
moving with times’, presentations
focussed on AI, IOT, cyber security, AR/VR,
blockchain, e-commerce, 3D printing and
robotics. A hackathon also took place on
the sidelines of the expo.
There was also a special focus on open
source software, considered by the event
organisers as a tool to help accelerate
learning, development and the industrial
adoption of 4IR solutions.
The expo was piloted last year by
Academic Solutions, introducing South
West Gauteng College students to 4IR
technology. The company aims to pilot a
4IR curriculum in TVET colleges in South
Africa with the assistance of Geekulcha.
Academic Solutions’ offerings address
challenges such as low quality education,
low pass rates and the lack of work
experience. Its director Treasure Pega says
Geekulcha’s unique approach to education
makes this a meaningful partnership.
“When a student leaves college, they
should be well-equipped to survive and
strive in the field and this largely depends
on the education given,” says Pega.
The expo was live-streamed on
Geekulcha and Academic Solution’s
Facebook and YouTube channels and was
open to all TVET students.
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Western Cape
Ref No: 284011
Negotiable

GIS Developer
GEO POLLUTION TECHNOLOGIES
Minimum 5 years’ experience in the
following in SQL, Python or C#
Gauteng / Cape Town
Ref No: 284062
Negotiable

Java - Angular Developer
TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES
8 years Developer experience
Gauteng
Ref No: 284069
Negotiable

Junior / Intermediate .Net
Developers
BTG RECRUIT
Our client is on the lookout for talented
junior / intermediate developers
Gauteng
Ref No: 279908
Negotiable

Project Manager
T-SYSTEMS
Sage implementation experience
Gauteng
Ref No: 284066

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

The digital transformation imperative
for shared services
Omnipresent progressive technology developments have transported modern businesses
and shared services into the new era of digital transformation.

Monique Williams, Southern Africa
regional sales manager for Hyland
Software.

T

he concept of shared services is said to
have been introduced in the '80s and
driven by a number of major corporations
with multiple business units seeking ways to
reduce administrative costs.
Digital transformation, on the other hand,
is generally thought to be the hot topic of the
21st century but in fact, sprung up in the late
'90s.
As the world began to computerise
processes over the past 30 years, digital
activities have mushroomed. Today, anyone
wondering if they should have a digital
transformation strategy in their company has
already missed the boat.
Digital transformation is driving every
aspect of not just modern business but of life
itself, with the proliferation of digital apps
for every sector, including banking, retail,
hospitality and more.
According to Gartner, many companies
implement global business services to
improve the maturity of their shared services
but end up with little to no return. It goes
on to state that the top companies improve
their shared services model by driving value,
enhancing credibility and staying ahead of
new technology trends.
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In today's digital world, businesses must
cater to tech-savvy consumers who can
swap loyalty at the click of a button in the
face of poor or slow service, with instant
gratification being the name of the game and
service excellence the currency of success.
Therefore, competition is rife in all
sectors, margins are tight, and organisations
are seeking to reduce costs while continuing
to deliver exceptional service levels. This can
only be achieved by implementing digital
transformation programmes.
Digital transformation is driving every
aspect of not just modern business but of life
itself.
So, it's not a question of should the
organisation be doing this − it is an imperative
of how quickly it can roll it out with a clear
strategic roadmap that seeks to extract the
value that technology can deliver to the
business.
In a nutshell, omnipresent progressive
technology developments have transported
modern businesses and shared services into

many functions, it's about bringing in even
more ways to achieve this.
While technology can do a great deal
and software can replicate much of the
manual work done by people − enabling
the company to reallocate those resources
to higher priority projects − digital
transformation goes much deeper. It
requires the firm to scrutinise the available
technology and re-examine methodologies
to ensure it is making the most of people,
processes and technology.
But it is important to understand that
digital transformation does not change
the goals of shared services. The company
must still prioritise service improvements
and drive growth and efficiency. But to
truly digitally transform shared services
operations, there are key areas the business
simply must get right, and these are finance
and back-office.
Shared services that haven't digitised these
functions are unquestionably experiencing
significantly greater pain during COVID-19

Digital transformation is driving every aspect of not
just modern business but of life itself.

the new era of digital transformation. Yes, it
has been on the agenda for years, but today
there are new priorities to ensure resilience
and cost savings, in the face of recession
(COVID-19), the ability to shift the workforce,
plus an imperative to 'get off paper' − the
latter meaning going digital.
The PPT factor: People, processes,
technology
All too often, business managers assume
digitally transforming their organisation is
about either introducing automation, or in
the case where they have already automated

than those who are already on their digital
transformation journey.
The devastating economic impact of
COVID-19 has sent global shock waves
through businesses everywhere and with
crushing financial consequences.
Organisations have had to adapt rapidly
to a remote workforce model, bringing with
it additional security requirements plus the
sheer monumental task of achieving 'business
as usual' while moving the entire workforce
off-premises without dropping the service
ball.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: CYBER SECURITY

Rolling into 2021: Prepare for more
cyber security risk
Advanced tech will play an increasingly important role, not only in protecting against attacks,
but also in helping cyber criminals engineer increasingly sophisticated attacks.

Chris Pallikarides, General Manager,
ITBusiness, a company in the KID Group.

in ransomware and targeted attacks, and
a growing focus on smaller businesses –
often as a route to their larger business
partners.
Data has never been more valuable to
companies than it is today, and this value
will only increase. Criminal syndicates
are well aware of this, often spending
months in preparation for a single, wellcoordinated attack using phishing and
data harvesting malware such as remote
access Trojans and spyware.
These attacks are no longer directed
only at the big players in the market:
everyone is a target or potential target.
Data has never been more valuable to
companies than it is today, and this value
will only increase.
South Africa has seen a rise in targeted
attacks on some of the larger corporates

out as it can get, making securing the
environment an ongoing challenge.
The move to cloud and hybrid cloud
environments – for many organisations
a sudden shift due to the pandemic – has
also added complexity to securing the
environment. Levels of understanding
about cloud security are reported to
remain low, and security is often an
afterthought when it comes to cloud
deployments.
For organisations focusing their
attention on cloud migration, there is
also the risk that security around ageing
infrastructure and little-used legacy
systems can be overlooked.
In addition, there is a massive skills
gap in cyber security globally, and South
Africa is not excluded. Gaps in skills
means gaps in security defences, and

2

020 proved that few organisations
can foresee all the potential risks
facing business, but that caution and best
practice across people, processes and
technology can go a long way towards
helping organisations weather dramatic
change and disruption.
In the cyber security space, the
upheaval caused by the COVID-19
pandemic and lockdowns paved the way
for a surge in cyber attacks while many
organisations were prioritising business
continuity and supporting a remote
workforce at scale.
The FBI has reported a 400% increase in
cyber attack complaints since the start of
the pandemic, and Interpol has described
the increase in cyber attacks on major
corporations, governments and critical
infrastructure as alarming.
With no clarity on when – or even if –
there will be a return to the ‘old normal’
with remote workforces going back to the
office en masse, we can expect further
attacks on this dispersed environment
into 2021.
Key cyber security trends likely to
continue through the end of 2020 and
into the year ahead include an increase

Data has never been more valuable to companies
than it is today, and this value will only increase.

in various industries in recent months,
and some international companies with
offices in South Africa were severely hit.
However, a tactic being used nowadays is
to target smaller companies that deal with
large corporates’ information as a gateway
into the large enterprise.
Advanced technologies such as machine
learning and artificial intelligence (AI)
will play an increasingly important role
in the cyber security sector – not just in
protecting organisations from attack, but
also in helping cyber criminals engineer
increasingly sophisticated attacks.

Growing challenges
Into the year ahead, the remote workforce
will continue to put the perimeter as far

unfortunately, this challenge is growing.

Preparing for the unexpected
One thing to remember is that cyber
criminals focus all of their attention on
creating the perfect scenario to get to your
data: this is all they do.
In contrast, many organisations are
primarily focused on running the business
in uncertain times, only giving security
a second thought now and again. Going
forward, no organisation can afford to let
security remain an afterthought.
Coping with the changing cyber attack
patterns will demand flexibility, continual
reinforcement of cyber security policies,
procedures and technologies, and ongoing
training and awareness.
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COMPANY NEWS

NETWORKING

BUSINESS
A little R&R goes a long way
At Universe Direct, R&R means refurbished and rentals. Just as rest and
recreation is a positive solution to the time we find ourselves in today,
so Universe Direct's R&R solution will have an immediate positive
effect on your balance sheet (ROA – return on assets). If you opt to buy
your equipment, you will notice it will depreciate in value over time.
However, if you rent for business purposes, you can preserve capital
and, in most IT business rental situations, the rental payments can be
deducted from taxable profits, reducing the net cost. Time and costs
are a major factor in sourcing assets.
www.universedirect.co.za

Silver Peak SD-WAN
capabilities facilitate your
SASE journey

Marcel Fouché, Networking and
Storage GM at Networks Unlimited
Africa

New research explores responses, lessons
learned during pandemic
In the face of a pandemic, state CIOs acted and adjusted with stability,
resiliency and flexibility, according to the 2020 State CIO Survey, The
Agile State CIO: Leading in a Time of Uncertainty. The report examines
the critical issues related to COVID-19 and other challenges facing
state CIOs such as state and local collaboration, broadband, digital
government, disaster recovery and privacy. The CIO survey, which
has been published annually for the last 11 years, includes responses
from 47 state and territory CIOs and was released by the National
Association of State Chief Information Officers, Grant Thornton and
CompTIA.
www.comptia.org

SECURITY
Do we need to rethink
cyber security?

TECH FORUM
ServiceNow unveils 'The Work Survey'
ServiceNow has released The Work Survey, one of the most
comprehensive global surveys to date on COVID-19’s impact on
work and the opportunities ahead for a wave of digital innovation in
how people work and businesses operate. Executives and employees
across the globe agree technology enabled them to pivot to new ways
of working faster than thought possible, and digital transformation
will accelerate innovation. “The world’s dramatic pivot to working
digitally is showing everyone what the future of work looks like,”
said ServiceNow CEO Bill McDermott. “Digital workflows are the way
business gets done in the 21st century. There’s no going back.”
www.servicenow.com

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.
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Marcel Fouché, Networking and
Storage GM at Networks Unlimited
Africa, notes that in order to
fully enable SASE, basic SD-WAN
functionality falls short, and an
advanced SD-WAN is required. He
adds: “The shift to a dramatically
increased working-from-home
situation has of course been a major
driver for SASE.”
www.networksunlimited.africa

Peter French, MD of Synapsys

Reflecting on the 2020 Acronis Cyber
Readiness Report, Peter French, MD,
Synapsys, notes that according to
Acronis, South Africa reports twice as
many malware attacks as the global
average. “I don’t think it’s a case of
us not getting better at preventing
attacks. Consider how fast attacks
have transformed and become more
sophisticated.”
www.synapsys.co.za

SOFTWARE
GAAP partners with DVT
to deliver next-gen POS
product

GAAP Point of Sale

GAAP Point of Sale recognised the
need to replace four point of sale
technology stacks with a best-ofbreed cloud-based point of sale and
back-office management system.
Software development and related
services company DVT was selected to
develop a consolidated, sustainable,
streamlined solution. This offers
easier maintenance and deployment
capabilities.
www.dvt.co.za

Tap into The Margin
If you love The Margin but prefer to view content online, then we’ve got
some great news for you!!
The Margin’s website has been refurbished and upgraded. To get your fill of the information you need about key developments in the channel visit themargin.co.za.
With new and web-exclusive content regularly added, make sure you subscribe to our
newsletter service to stay in touch with what’s happening in your industry.

www.themargin.co.za

Technology and business for the channel… now online.

The Public Sector ICT Forum was established in 2016 to provide
a focused platform and opportunity for public sector ICT decisionmakers to come together to engage and discuss topics that are
key to the local public sector.

Directed by a board made up of government IT officers (GITOs) and chief information
officers (CIOs) and including representatives from SITA and GITOC, the forum provides
online and event-based thought-leadership and knowledge-sharing platforms.
The forum gives CIOs the opportunity to listen to and engage with leading local and
international speakers to provoke dialogue, spark ideas and generate concepts that can
be taken back to their areas of work. This is an informal community that encourages
collaboration and thought in the name of improved service delivery.

This is an exclusive community for top-level public sector
ICT decision-makers: the CIO, GITO or DG/DDG focused on ICT
strategy within your government department (national or
provincial level) or at a parastatal. Membership is free, but
applications are vetted to ensure exclusivity.

To become a member, please go to
bit.ly/2psg2E6
or email us on
PSICTF@brainstormmag.co.za
or tweet us @PSICTForum

